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For at least thirty years, high school students and students have been taught to be shy about American history. The required readings have become skewed toward relentless attention to the dark moments of our country, from slavery to McCarthyism. As a result, many history books give Harriet Tubman more space than Abraham Lincoln; more to my Lai than to the American
Revolution; more to the internment of Japanese Americans than to the liberation of Europe in World War II. Now, finally, there is an antidote to this biased approach to our history. Two veteran history professors have written a radical, well-researched book that puts the spotlight back on America's role as a beacon of freedom for the rest of the world. Schweikart and Allen carefully
tell their story directly, from Columbus's journey to the capture of Saddam Hussein. They don't ignore America's mistakes over the years, but they put them back in their proper perspective. And they come to the conclusion that America's place as a world leader largely stems from the virtues of our own leaders - the men and women who have cleansed the desert, abolished
slavery and rid the world of fascism and communism. The authors write in a clear and pleasant style that makes history a pleasure, not only for students but also for adults who want to know what their teachers missed. Larry Schweikart is a co-author of The History of the Patriots of the United States: From the Great Discovery of Columbus to the War on Terrorism and is a
professor of history at the University of Dayton. He has written more than 20 books on national defense, business and financial history. The Patriot Story usa First editionAuthorMhiael Allen, Larry Schweicart Strange StatesLanguageEnglishSubjectU.S. HistoryPublisherSentinel HCPublication Date29 December 2004 (Hardcover), February 27, 2007 (Paperback)Media typePrint
(Hardcover, Paperback Pages)944ISBN1-59523-001-7OCLC55105371Dewey Decimal973 222LCX ClassE17.1 . S3795 2004 Patriot History of the United States: From Columbus to the Great Discovery of the War on Terror is a 2004 book on American history by Larry Schweikart and Michael Allen. Written from a conservative point of view, it is a counterpoint to Howard Sinn's
The Hanging History of the United States and argues that the United States is an extremely positive force for good in the world. Schweikart said he wrote it with Allen because he couldn't find an American history textbook without left-wing bias. After being recommended by talk show host Glenn Beck, the book quickly rose to the top of the New York Times and Amazon.com
bestsellers. In a review by the conservative journal National Review, Matthew Spalding of the Heritage Foundation wrote that The Patriot Story rejects the economic determinism of Beard and Sinn, and others who wrongly assume that people were (and unable to act outside vested interests. Spalding continued: Anything related to patriotism has long been controversial in
academia. The idea that teaching American history can actually promote patriotism is deeply problematic for some. The rejected assumption that is the basis of Patriot's history is that American history reflects the principles and goals that make this imperfect country worthy of our love, and that an honest story should explain these principles and illustrate those goals as a central
part of our country's history. Reviewing the book in The History Teacher magazine, David Hugland Noon was critical of it. According to Noon, the book's peculiar priorities - it devotes one paragraph to Japanese internment, squandering a whole page of denunciations of liberal historians and their handling of the subject - as well as the omission of iconic works from its sources,
indicate ignorance of the basic parameters of actual historical science. In addition, according to Noon, the authors are making statements that are not even remotely approved by footnoted sources. Written for an audience previously converted, Noon concluded, this book is hardly worth anyone's time. Criticizing the book from a conservative point of view, Paul Gottfried in American
Conservative described the Patriot's history as an example of neoconservative historiography: Schweikart, a Fox News regular, takes on the cause of left-wing historians who demean America's past or glorify the expansion of public administration... However, many of the views that this patriotic historian considers extreme left are actually those of the old right... The broad area of
agreement about heroes and villains, about how we have achieved a glorious present, overcoming the prejudices of the past, unites liberal and patriotic versions of American history. It's a new story of consensus, and it leaves little room for the old right to take over the past to get a fair hearing. In his review of the book in The Wall Street Journal, Brendan Miniter called the Patriot
story a runaway story about America from the discovery of the continent to the present day. References to Why it's time for the history of the Patriot of the United States. historynewsnetwork.org. - Interview with Larry Schweict: Patriotic History. historynewsnetwork.org. - News : New York Times No. 1 Bestseller : University of Dayton, Ohio. www.udayton.edu. - Spalding, Matthew,
Patriot History Review of the United States: From the Great Discovery of Columbus to the War of Terrorism by Larry Schweikart and Michael Allen, National Review, March 28, 2005, page 48-49. Noon, David Hugland (May 2007). Review: The History of the Patriot of the United States. History teacher. 40 (3). Archive of the original on 3 2010. Received on 29 June 2010. Gottfried,
Paul, Victor's Story, American Conservative, March 23, 2009, p. 25-26. Miniter, Brendan, Review of the History of the Patriot of the United States Larry Schweikart and Michael Allen and the American Revelation of Neil Baldwin, May 19, 2005, page D8. External Links On the book's website This article about a non-fiction book about U.S. history is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by
expanding it.vte extracted from #1 New York Times bestseller! The official website of authors Larry Schweikart and Michael Allen of Patriot History is proud to be the partner of the classic historian in www.classicalhistorian.com. When you order a one year training program, email John De Gree to email protected and cc me to email protected and mention the Patriot Story special.
You'll get a 15% discount when I give them their curriculum. This offer applies to any curriculum, even those that do not contain any of the Patriot Story books, but does not apply to any curriculum already for sale. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates in general, are very biased books that pretend not to be; it was written as a pout to Howard Sinn People's History of the
United States, and it shows; while Sinn speaks openly about his prejudices and is actually quite objective, this book is not a story, but a collection of opinion pieces that glorifies a god who has failed (democracy) and always disgusts freedom in his favor and jingoist nationalism. Some features: page 50, the false consequences of the fact that the state is entitled to some share of
indivi as a whole, a very biased book that pretends not to be; it was written as a pout to Howard Sinn People's History of the United States, and it shows; while Sinn speaks openly about his prejudices and is actually quite objective, this book is not a story, but a collection of opinion pieces that glorifies a god who has failed (democracy) and always disgusts freedom in his favor and
jingoist nationalism. Some features: page 50, a false report that the state is entitled to some share of an individual's income. 80-1, the false appropriation (editorial) of Jefferson's belief that the government was natural, not artificial based on a statement from the Declaration that says the opposite! (e.g. institute, the right to institute a new government, i.e. by choice, and only with the
consent of those who want to govern)p. 88 they tend to explain well that the Confederacy was a good system and more free than the Constitution, which was carefully used by Hamilton - in the absence of Jefferson - to begin aggregating and centralizing power (see DiLorenzo, Curse 90, the god of the monarchy may have been moved, but democracy turned out to be (in Hoppe's
words) the god of god failed too, but the authors, seems to still be blindly worshipped (see Hoppe, Democracy, God, who failed)94, begins the veneration of Liga, which seems unsupported, given later events, especially during the civil war, where republican former Whigs (still loudly proclaiming their loyalty to the ideas of the Whigs), freed from Southern restraint, instituted a
series of whig programs to centralize the government and therefore allow him to control the government's centralization therefore, individuals through subsidies and mass regulation (capitalism) (see DiLorenzo, Real Lincoln) p. 95-96, more of the government's misconception of being natural is the position of the founders, especially Jefferson, heresy he'd emphatically rejected
(see DiLorenzo, The Curse of Hamilton) p. 105, at least (false) implies that the state-right was a southern-only position, and only to promote slavery (see Woods, Nullification) p. 109, more biased. 110, the goals of the so-called second phase of the American Revolution, that is, the centralization of power, were hardly noble. 112, the Constitution was never intended to end state
sovereignty; simply delegating some authority to a new agency; argue, so it's to rewrite history, not to retell itp. 114, it is rather funny that immediately after the correct explanation of the three-fifths of the compromise the authors claim that this implies the appointment of a person as only three-fifths of the cost of another; it is about representation, not value, and slaves still did not
vote: will it make slaves free or equal if each of them is counted as one person for representation?p. 116, a reference to the annulment (of the laws of runaway slaves) without knowledge or honesty to call it such. 116, well, it's nice to know that slavery wasn't an important issue. 116, the front, of course, not acting on the assumption that the Union was the greatest good; of them all,
only Hamilton had to have that opinion, and he didn't voice it to the Federalist, at least; authors re-insert their nationalist cult editorial. Someone has to tell them that patriot doesn't mean a big centralized government. 116, not to mention that the provision of superiority applies only to laws passed under the Constitution means the continuation of flogging of the authors of the
nationalist religion. 117, my humility (for) page 120, history showed Beard and the anti-federalists were right in all their fears; since this book was written in 2004, and no, as one might assume from the professed naivety of the authors, we see again various and unpleasant prejudices towards centralizers, an increase in state power, and therefore increasingly infringed individual
rights; and the assertion that some The declaration or supporters or opponents of the Constitution or the Confederacy, have lost out economically or have done so, this, remove the issue of self-interest, but simply shows that this was not the only issue of importance to some of themp. 122, the false and pernicious line that we, the people mean, that it was the people, not the
colonies, who were divided; Of course, this is completely false; See DiLorenzo or Woods (or the Paris Treaty) for more information. 124, Washington commits a false delusion dilemma. 125, unfortunately, any reader of the Curse of Hamilton DiLorenzo will see that the anti-federalists - the Jeffersons - have really lost the war, and the Hamiltons have won and won. 126, hurrah, he
got something right - the Second Amendment - but probably for the wrong reasons. 131-2, for the non-constitutional (concept of the cabinet), read unconstitutional, starting the whole pathetic empire of bureaucratic evil, pork and greed on Potomacp. 134, Hamilton's alien birth forbade him to become president: thank God. 135, a national assumption of public debt, no matter how
unequal: the first socialist welfare program Hamilton wanted a permanent public debt, and despite the consequences of said debt, the authors still worship it. 136, ... used said debt browbeat rich in a day, and create a national bank that will eventually become the Federal Reserve, with all the destruction of wealth so caused (95% of the value of the dollar since 1913)Hamilton had
no illusions about the damage inherent in big government - he just didn't care, or hoped to be the one holding whipAuthors trying to ascribe the debt paid up to Hamilton (more than 20 years ...) when he took back Hamilton Jefferson and others to start paying the debt! (more in The Curse of Hamilton)p. 137. The public purse must provide a shortage of private resources.
(Hamilton). That is, stealing is OK when you don't get what you want. Fortunately, this idiocy at least brought Madison over.p. Oh well, Hamilton is responsible for all the implied powers of nonsense, too. Why does the author defend it again?p. 138. If the whisky revolt had been won, tyranny would have had to take a step back. Every war promotes it; The war of southern
independence is the next big one. In general, it seems Sinn tells the story as objectively as he can, and Schweikart/Allen write one long editorial or paper position. This leaves a bad taste, even if they are right.p. The authors justify their actions about foreigners and rebellion. Faugh!p. 153. These idiots then make the content free a false claim that the Constitution rejected the
doctrines of Kentucky and Virginia. The authors continued to fall to Hamilton and credit him for Jefferson's successes. 168. Burr must have a monument to save the Republic (for a while) from Hamilton's machinations (see book The Curse of Hamilton). Hamilton bright light? What a joke. That's why it's hard to this extended rant book is serious: too much biased opinion, not facts
from good sources and allows the reader to make their own conclusions.p. The response to actual attacks is not pre-emptive (i.e. the initiator of aggression). 174. Niagara 'misspelling'. Ouch.p. 178 - only skim; It's not really worth my time; nothing new to learn facts wise, and the opinions of the authors are often odious and always unwelcome.p. 182. Demonstrates the lingering
misunderstandings of the federal system in McCulloch's praise against Maryland.p. 210-1. Another inability to understand federalism. 250. Yes, morality is above the law, especially the law did not agree: and you can bet the slaves did not agree. 260. Hey, they get one thing right: Ultimately slavery can only exist through the power of the state. 299, unsubstantiated allegations that
the southern countries intended to violate the Constitution on nothing without any explanation. 300, an unsubstantiated driveby claim that secession was evil (and that all good people stayed home with the Southern election). There is one thing right, however: most Southerners have struggled to protect their state and nation and uphold constitutional principles, not for slavery. 302,
is not just an exaggeration, but a blatant lie to claim that the war of The Northern Aggression (Civil War) was only about slavery. Numerous historical facts must be ignored to make such a claim.p. 303, as Blok and others point out, secession is freedom of association and is always available by law, even if those who exercise their freedom are killed by tyrants such as Lincoln.p.
305, tyranny in Maryland, including the arrest of state lawmakers and ignoring the Supreme Court; illegal creation of a new state from a state that Lincoln claimed never left (hence the involuntary) unionp. 312, Lincoln wasn't really a good strategist at all; he tried to micromanage his generals by upsetting them exceedingly.p. 313, whether it be a heavy war or a total war, murder,
rape, looting of non-combatants and the destruction of their property, are evil; The authors' attempt at whitewashing fails. 313, another whitewash: The northerners did not go to war because the Southerners broke the law (as if the U.S. could determine the law in another country), but restore territory and tax revenue. 324, O for the good old days, when wasteful murder wars only
cost $2 million a day!p. 324, adding a tax to force people to use government banknotes not fixing loopholes; It's just a new theft; Lincoln and Chase can be accused in many ways of controlling banking: a sad legacy. 326, desperation makes people stupid, unfortunately. 347, tried to gloss over Jefferson Davis by doing nothing illegal in either the war or the south. Finally, Lincoln's
Last Days... murderer and destroyer of freedom brought to justice!p. 348, no treason, no mutiny do do as a charge against CSA citizens who do not owe allegiance to a foreign government. 349, of course not; Lincoln should live in disgrace, not as a hero of any kind. 349, a lost case that the authors begin with slander (perverted) and continue to slander (Marxist, Neo-Confederate)
Set a few things straight: it is not worth arguing whether the secession was legal or constitutional; these concepts from within the compact do not extend to the side, leaving the treaty. Secondly, in the war of Northern Aggression (WoNA), there were many wrong sides and a few right-wingers. The general southern soldiers, fighting for their homeland, were, of course, right. One
could also claim an exception for conscripts on both sides, as they threatened death for desertion, depending on how practical it would be for them to escape or if (for the south) they eventually came to fight in defense of their homes as well. Some of the southern generals - Lee especially - also clearly fought to stop a foreign attack; in fact, I don't know if many or any have fought
to preserve slavery (i.e. not denying its support among many politicians). As for the wrong, we have someone in the north seeking to conquer, seeking to teach a lesson (as the redcoats tried to do, but not in the last American war for secession), and so on, to maintain an alliance as a euphemism is definitely evil. It was also quite clear (e.g., in H.W. Crocker III's politically incorrect
guide to the Civil War) that the northern soldiers and generals fought because they were told, and certainly did not release the slaves; any suggestion that motivation is stillborn. But we are also, of course, wrong on the side of slave owners and all those who will fight for slavery, not in defense of their country, a number of which we cannot determine, except to understand that
most soldiers will be poor and do not own slaves. 350, while slavery was not out of place as the cause of the war, were of course other important reasons the tariff - the national tax of the time, mainly imposed south for improvement in the north - was one of theamp. 351, no matter whether the U.S. government was more repressive than the CSA government; that either was
oppressive enough bad enough; morality is not a relative gamep. 351, another gem in the piggery: the government really perpetuate Jim Crow, where the market won't not. 351, they are right, but not as it was supposed that WoNA was about freedom: whether the people - as Lincoln himself argued - had the right to self-determination or not; and by force of arms they have proved
that this people at this time has no power, but the right remains forever. 352, WoNA destroyed the U.S. as a voluntary unionp. 515, basically skimming now even through all the stupid things the authors write to free Wilson purposefully and unnecessarily involve the U.S. in the war, but their defense of propaganda is quite ridiculous, and weak too (defense is that it was obviously
accepted and enthusiastically accepted, which, dimwits, is the goal, so that all that says that propaganda was successful)Same page: more rationalization of violations of freedom (speech and press). This is what happens when people without any principles try to write a story based on what they would like to have happened.p. 517, they cheerfully gloss over the restoration of
slavery, called the euphemistically project; they were hardly critical of income tax; and if the Republican passed it, they would probably welcome it; another danger without problems is that they look at who is doing something, not the nature of the act (Cr. Bush vs. Obama bombing brown people)p. 523, well, finally some mention of the guilt of Britain and France, but too late; and
Wilson's punitive contract (giving the Allies everything they wanted as long as they joined his home League of Nations). At least the blows are finally clobbered, which is useless idiot.p. 565, almost gets it - if the task was valuable, someone in the private sector would have paid to do it, except they add treacherous or ... Citizens would impose taxes on themselves; No, just no: the
first part is everything; citizens do not impose taxes on themselves - if they want to pay for what they will pay voluntarily, so taxes are unwilling under the auspices of democracy; taxation, as we know, is theftp. 567, it is unclear if he calls the NRA program justified or say they will be claimed to be acquitted by their attorneys; but it seems the former has now claimed to be of course
inaccurate; they have not received the nation (the person in it) from the depression; they tended to lengthen it or did nothing (see, for example, Folsom) p. 591, Americans have little value in a society steeped in the tradition of extreme nationalism (actually? This should be a joke, right?) reinforced through indoctrination in its public education system (yes, it's never going to happen
in the U.S.), and replete with military training for children from the moment they could walk (well, one on three is not bad; instead of military training , military worship is ingrained).p. 592, you can just accept it as gospel, which in this book terms as absurdity means absolutely true. , alarming that they continue to use the term isolationist after admitting earlier that they mean not
interventionist.p. 596, if people were so hot to get into the war that they were sneaking in, why was the call used?p. 599, the authors of the propaganda defense, because sweet little Americans are not bloodthirsty by nature (forgot the war of the Northern Aggression chapter after writing, right?) p. 685, it is not housing is private enterprise, or should be (for example, in the case of
public transport), and part of the Civil Rights Act that coerced their owners (forced associations such as THEOC) was an infringement on freedom of association, and thus individual freedom of action. 700, breaking most laws (not related to actual damage) should not have any negative connotations for everyone, although these groups do harm by destroying propertyp. 702, the
authors show support for banning books and speechp. 720, the world mediator is not a world leader. 720, 1975: ... Basic computer language invented by Bill Gates, hahap. 735, social conservatives can rightly condemn divorce without guilt, but it's better than an alternative, that is, a state forcing people to stay together - denying freedom of association, or even freedom of
withdrawal from the treaty (first settling debts, of course, somehow reasonably on the basis of contributions)p. 816, no mention of the PATRIOT act - an extremely uncomfortable infringement on freedom for neoconservatives - let's just ignore itp. 829, they conclude with a belief in majoritanism and infringement of individual rights, unfortunately - they would promote liberty... More...
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